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electricity resulting from the rabble of small inefficient electrical
undertakings with which parliament had unwisely saddled the
country. The only big industrial region where the difficulty was
early surmounted on a large scale was Tyneside. There a num-
ber of engineering magnates clubbed together to generate a
common supply for their firms; and in this way were able to
sell themselves electric power at \d. a unit, as against figures
like 6d. and 8d. which were common elsewhere. In 1905, when
their success was firmly established, a Tyneside syndicate went
to parliament with a private bill to enable electricity to be
generated under equally favourable conditions for London. All
the existing generating stations used by metropolitan under-
takers were to be scrapped, and all power supplied at \d* a unit
from two huge turbine-engined Thames-side stations to be
erected at East Greenwich and Fulham respectively. This was
on its engineering side a most attractive proposition; but on the
political side it encountered fierce resistance, not only from
existing companies wedded to their smaller and less economic
stations, but from every local authority with an interest in
electricity, from the L.G.C. down. Consequently the bill was
rejected; and in subsequent years attempts by others (notably
by the L.G.C.) to obtain similar powers proved no more success-
ful. Parliament declined, in effect, to override local electricity
authorities against their will; and the result was to hinder the
cheapening of electricity in London and over a large part of the
country for neariy a quarter of a century. Only in. a few places
like Manchester^ where the statutory area for electricity was big
enough to justify the erection of a sufficiently large station, could
electric power be obtained before the War by ordinary British
factory owners at rates comparable with the American and
German.
But the greatest technological advances during these years
were not in industry but in transport. We saw in the nineties
the coming of the first electric trams, the first 'tubes', and the
early motor-cars. For town streets in general electric trams
seemed at the beginning of the twentieth century the perfect
vehicle. Their speed, cheapness, and cleanness were all in
admirable contrast to the only other street transport then wide-
spread, viz, horse-drawn. Before the century was many years old
almost every provincial city of any size possessed them—mostly
in municipal ownership and as a rule on the overhead trolley-

